[Spontaneous pneumothorax--management, therapy].
Spontaneous pneumothorax (SPNO) is a surgical disease, which belongs to surgical emergencies. It is divided into a primary, secundary, katamenial and neonatal. A young and healthy men are affected by primary SPNO, usually on the right side of the thorax, recurrence is common. A secondary SPNO typically occurs in patients between the 5th and 7th decenium. These patients usually suffer from some lung disease. A major complications are more common in this type of pneumothorax. At Department of surgery, University Hospital Brno, 73 patients were treated for spontaneous pneumothorax from the January, 2006 till August, 2008. We divided patients in two groups. The first one with primary SPNO, and the second one with secondary SPNO. Hospital stay, age distribution, type of operation, duration of drainage, postoperative complication, histological findings and laterality were followed up retrospectively. In group of primary SPNO, 24 patients were operated without major complication. The most frequent cause was bullate emphysema, hospital stay was 8 days, duration of drainage 6 days. The second group with secondary SPNO, five patients were operated, hospital stay was 16.5 days, duration of drainage 10 days. Haemothorax as a postoperative complication occured in one case. In both groups we proved the bullate emphysema as the most frequent cause, as well as a right - sided involvement. Spontaneous pneumothorax is a surgical disease. It's treatment has to be provided by surgeon, if possible by a thoracic specialist. The first occurrence of spontaneous pneumothorax is treated by drainage, the recurrence by operation. The principal is to combine an atypical resection of affected lung with a mechanical pleurodesis. Postoperative complications are not frequent.